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Surrogate fuel model is useful as representative of simplified complex fuel mixture in description of their 
chemical kinetics in pyrolysis or oxidation conditions. This work propose a surrogate model construction strategy 
for bio-oil using ReaxFF molecular dynamics. A 24-component bio-oil model was constructed as a baseline 
model for real bio-oil based on the literature reported data of GC-MS analysis for bio-oil yielded from fast 
pyrolysis of Pterocarpus Indicus. According to the chemical constituent and functional groups in the 24-
component bio-oil model, 5 surrogate bio-oil models each containing 6 components were formulated. ReaxFF 
MD simulations are performed on the 6-component surrogates and the 24-component oil model under the same 
oxidation conditions. In addition to element ratio comparison, the surrogate models are validated by comparing 
the simulated temporal evolution of major reactants and products including radicals using the 24-component 
model as a baseline.  
 
 
Analysis shows that all the surrogate models have similar element composition that is very close to the 24-
component bio-oil model. By comparing the simulation results, it is shown that model #3 can better reproduce 
the evolution of fuel and O2; Model #4 has better reproducibility for evolution profiles of CH2O, C2H2O and 
•CH3; CO evolution is best reproduced by model #2, while H2O by model #5. 
This work demonstrates a methodology for investigating the high temperature oxidation pathways of complex 
fuel systems with ReaxFF MD simulations permitted by the comprehensive reaction analysis capability of 
VARxMD[1]. It is also a new attempt to have bio-oil surrogate models evaluated with ReaxFF MD simulation, 
which should be more feasible an approach for validation of surrogate chemical property theoretically[2].  
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Figure 1 – Time evolution of major small radicals (C0 – C2) in different bio-oil oxidation models during the 
ReaxFF MD isothermal simulations at 1900 K and 5 MPa (a) •CH3 (b) HO2• 
